
High Performance Wood Finish

By
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Requires no catalyst

Internally catalyzed. The new generation
polymers cure to a tough, durable coating
without additives. Eliminates mixing and
mistakes.

Reduces down time

Floors can be prepped and double coated in
one day. Back in service the next.

Lasting beauty

Develops a deep rich gloss that resists black
marks, scuffs and abrasion. Stands up to
heavy usage.

Repairable

Surface marks easily removed with high
speed burnishing.

Solvent free

No pungent solvent odors. Nonflammable.
Low VOCs.

Preparing and finishing a gym floor is a big
task. One mistake made measuring or mixing
two component finishes can ruin the whole job. Incomplete mixing, adding calayst too quickly
or not allowing sufficient reaction time before using can result in application problems,
uneven cure and excessive marking. Once catalyzed, finishes must be used within a few
hours ... or discarded.

Wayne Gym Gem is made of new generation, self-reacting polymers that require no external
catalyst to achieve complete cure. It is supplied ready-to-use ... right out of the container. No
measuring, no mixing, no waiting, no wasted product and,  best of all, no mistakes.

Manufactured by:
Wayne Concept Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN 46825        260-482-8615
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  High Performance Wood Finish

Product Description
A single component, self-crosslinking water based
wood finish. Made with a patented silanol-silane
polymer designed as a performance offset to oil
modified and water borne urethane finishes.

Product Specifications
Appearance  ... Slightly viscous, milky white liquid
Non-volatile solids (ASTM D2834)  ........ 31% min.
Ph ............................................................ 8.2 - 8.8
Odor  ........................................... Mild acrylic odor
Dry time  ....................................... 1-2 hour recoat
Specific gravity  ............................................ 1.055
Flash point  ................................................... None
Shelf life  ...................... 2 years (closed container)
Slip resistance (ASTM D2047)  .......... >.50 C.O.F.
Package  .......................................... 5 gallon pails
Stock #  ................................................... J11GG5
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